Quality indicators in an epilepsy monitoring unit.
Examining and improving the quality of care in epilepsy monitoring units (EMUs) is essential to delivering the best possible care and to mitigating undesirable outcomes. Epilepsy monitoring units are unique in that an admission to an EMU often involves the induction of symptoms (seizures) rather than minimizing and/or treating symptoms, which can lead to an increased risk to patient safety. Very little research has addressed the quality of care and safety in EMUs. The objective of this study was to examine quality indicators in a large population of patients admitted to an EMU in a large health region. Data were collected prospectively on 396 consecutive patients admitted to the EMU for scalp EEG recording from 2008 to 2011 using a standardized data abstraction form. Variables examined included the following: patient demographics, baseline clinical characteristics, EMU admission statistics, and EMU quality indicators. We found that an admission to the EMU was a safe and effective tool in the management of patients with epilepsy and seizure-like events. The number of adverse events during the study period was low at 4.9%. The admission question was answered in 78.8% of cases, and it was partially answered in 6.6%. The need for systematically developed and validated quality indicators in EMUs is emphasized. The research in this area is sparse, and thus these data aid in supporting the utility of EMUs in the management and care of those with seizures and seizure-like events.